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We investigated how 28 first graders and 27 third graders, who analyzed worked examples as 
part of a programming intervention, debugged (identified and fixed bugs) and reasoned about 
double-counting errors in mathematics and programming tasks. Students completed the tasks on 
a pretest, a midtest (only programming tasks), and a posttest. Results showed that identifying 
double-counting errors positively correlated with fixing those errors in both programming and 
mathematics tasks and that students made more gains if they had analyzed worked examples 
during their programming, game-playing sessions prior to the test. The results suggest the 
importance of two-dimensional coordination in programming and mathematics debugging. 
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Computational Thinking (CT) includes cognitive skills, e.g., abstraction, problem-solving, or 
debugging (e.g., Wing, 2006, 2011), which align to key computer science standards (NGSS Lead 
States, 2013) and mathematical practices (National Governors Association Center for Best 
Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). Prior research in elementary 
education has shown a correlation between programing and mathematics scores (Grover et al., 
2016; Lewis & Shah, 2012) and indicated that learning programming helped students extend 
mathematics content knowledge and develop problem-solving skills (Ahmed et al., 2011; 
Fessakis et al., 2013; Friend et al., 2018).  At the same time, elementary students encountered 
difficulties in counting while debugging a program (Bofferding et al., 2020; Kocabas et al., 
2019). We further explore the relation between debugging in programming and mathematics for 
early elementary students by focusing on this fundamental skill: counting. 

 
Debugging and Counting “Bugs” 

Debugging is difficult for students who have little programming experience (Fitzgerald et al., 
2008; Murphy et al., 2008).  Studies have reported that fixing errors in a program is harder than 
identifying them (Fitzgerald et al., 2008; Katz & Anderson, 1987; Lewis, 2012) and that fixing 
an error becomes easier if the error has already been identified, when students pay attention to 
relevant features (e.g., Lewis, 2012). On the other hand, having no or little programming 
experience might lead students to introduce new errors while trying to identify the existing error 
in a program (Gugerty & Olson, 1986; Nanja & Cook, 1987). Therefore, they are more likely to 
do extra, unneeded, modifications in a program (Ahmadzadeh et al., 2005; Nanja & Cook 1987).  

Double counting, counting the same object or space twice, is a common difficulty for young 
students in programming (e.g., Kocabas et al., 2019) and mathematics (e.g., Fuson, 2012). Fuson 
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(2012) found that three- to five-year-olds made more double-counting errors when objects were 
disorganized than when they were displayed ordinally. Kocabas et al. (2019) reported that first 
and third graders double counted the spaces on a programming path where it switched directions. 
Similarly, Battista and colleagues (Battista, 1999, 2010; Battista et al., 1998) reported that 
second graders without row and column structures may double count where rows and columns 
overlap. When counting down, as for solving 14 – 6, children say 13 while putting up one finger 
to indicate that one less than 14 is 13 and gradually say “12, 11, 10, 9, 8” while sequentially 
raising five more fingers (Maclellan, 1995; Wright et al., 2006); however, some students may 
count the 14 as one taken away. Encouraging students to debug could help draw their attention to 
such counting errors.  We combine a focus on debugging and counting in this study through the 
following research questions: (1) How do first and third graders make sense of double counting 
errors in programming versus mathematics debugging tasks? (a) To what extent does success in 
debugging double-counting errors correlate between programming and mathematics tasks? (b) 
How does students’ success in debugging change after counting to make programs in a coding 
game? Does analyzing worked examples earlier versus later affect the changes? (c) What are 
possible explanations for students’ debugging reasoning (different or similar) in programming 
and mathematics? 

 
Methods and Analysis 

For this study, we analyze data from 28 first graders and 27 third graders from a public 
elementary school in the Midwest.  The students completed a pretest, three 20-minute sessions 
playing Osmo™ Coding Awbie in pairs, a midtest, participated in a 30-minute presentation on 
programming applications, three additional 20-minute sessions of game play, and a posttest. 
Before the sessions, students were randomly assigned to either the immediate-worked-examples 
(immediate) group or the delayed-worked-examples (delayed) group.  During the first three 
sessions, students in the immediate group analyzed a set of programming worked examples (<10 
minutes) and then played the game without interruption (>10 minutes), while students in the 
delayed group just played the game.  After the midtest, during the second three sessions, the 
immediate and delayed groups switched their activities.   

In this paper, we focused on one programming debugging item (see Figure 1, left panel: bug 
1) included on the pretest, midtest, and posttest and one mathematics debugging item (see Figure 
1, right panel) included on the pretest and posttest. In both cases, students watched a video of the 
counting bug occurring and were asked to find and fix the bug.  We interviewed the students 
individually. We ran correlational analyses to determine if there was an association between 
students’ identifying and fixing (debugging) programming and mathematics counting errors.  
 

 
Figure 1: Program Debugging (left panel) and Mathematics Debugging (right panel) Items 
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Further, we used McNemar tests and Mann-Whitney U tests to determine whether there were 
significant differences between immediate and delayed groups from the pretest to posttest. For 
qualitative analysis, we then grouped students based on whether they (1) did not identify or fix, 
(2) identified but did not fix, (3) did not identify but did fix, or (4) identified and fixed the errors. 
To provide a clear picture of students’ debugging performance, we identified qualitative 
descriptions of students’ reasoning based on their interpretation of the given visuals and their use 
of additional strategies (e.g., creating their own code rather than modifying given code or 
counting on their own fingers to determine the answer). Within each group, across the 
mathematics and programming items, we looked for commonalities in their reasoning. 

 
Findings  

Students’ identifying and fixing the mathematics bug were significantly correlated within the 
pretest (immediate group: r=.750, p<.001; delayed group: r=.727, p<.001) and within the posttest 
(immediate group: r=.806, p<.001; delayed group: r=.802, p<.001).  Similarly, identifying and 
fixing the programming bug were significantly correlated within the pretest (immediate group: 
r=.650, p=.001; delayed group: r=.606, p=.002), midtest (immediate group: r=.793, p<.001; 
delayed group: r=.512, p=.009), and posttest (immediate group: r=.651, p=.001; delayed group: 
r=.592, p=.004). The only other significant correlation for the delayed group was fixing the 
pretest math counting bug with fixing the midtest programming bug (r=.421, p=.029). On the 
other hand, the immediate group had a significant correlation with identifying the pretest 
programming bug with identifying the posttest math bug (r=.430, p=.022) and identifying the 
math and programming bugs on the posttest (r=.426, p=.027).   

Overall, based on a McNemar test of change, students in the immediate and delayed groups 
made significant gains in fixing the programming bug from pretest to posttest (ꭓ2= 5.06, p=.021 
and ꭓ2= 8.64, p=.002 respectively), but did not make significant gains in fixing the mathematics 
bug (ꭓ2= 1.13, p=.289 and ꭓ2=.13, p=.727, respectively) (see Table 1).  Further, based on Mann-
Whitney U tests, the gains in fixing bugs between the two groups from pretest to posttest did not 
differ significantly on the programming debugging item, U=320.00, z=-.60, p=.550, or on the 
mathematics debugging item, U=416.00, z=1.46, p=.146.  However, based on a McNemar test of 
change, students in the immediate group made significant gains in fixing the programming bug 
from pretest to midtest, ꭓ2 = 6.13, p=.008, unlike the delayed group, ꭓ2= 2.50, p=.109. Neither 
group made significant gains from midtest to posttest. 
 
Table 1:  Percent of Students Who Identified and Fixed the Math and Programming Bugs 
 Mathematics  Programming 
 Identify Fix  Identify Fix 
Group Pre Post Pre Post  Pre Mid Post Pre Mid Post 
Immediate a 32% 54% 29% 43%   29% 42% b 54% 29% 54% b 64% 
Delayed c 30% 28% 26% d 20% d   19% 22% 56% d 15% 37% 60% d 

a n=28. b n=26 because two students missed the midtest. c n=27. d n=25 because two students 
moved before the posttest. 
 
 
Programming and Mathematics Debugging Reasoning 

For the program debugging item, students were more likely to fix the bug once they 
identified it. Interestingly, students who did not identify the bug sometimes inadvertently fixed 
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the bug when rewriting the code. Yet, when rewriting the code, some of these students created 
new double-counting or directional bugs. For instance, two first graders succeeded in correcting 
“walk down 3” to “walk down 2” but changed the first correct code “walk left 2” to “walk left 3” 
or “walk right 2” (see Figure 1). A few students identified the bug but did not know how to fix it. 
Students who did not identify or fix the bug often double counted the space A4; they had 
difficulty structuring their counting, i.e., separating the horizontal code (walk left) from the 
vertical code (walk down), and identifying that space A4 was counted in the first line of code.  

For the mathematics debugging item, although approximately 25% more of the immediate 
group identified and fixed the bug on the posttest compared to pretest, students in the delayed 
group did not show similar improvement. Similar to programming, once students identified the 
bug, most of them fixed it. Students who did not identify the math bug but still fixed it either 
knew the answer should be eight or correctly took six fingers away to get eight; however, they 
did not have a problem with the picture showing the count starting at 14. Students who neither 
identified nor fixed the error agreed that “six fingers are taken away.” However, they did not 
realize that the first count incorrectly started with 14 instead of 13. On the other hand, about 10% 
of students did identify the bug but failed to fix it. These students indicated that the answer of 
nine was not correct (often by counting on their own fingers to check), but when they counted 
the fingers on the picture, they ended up agreeing with the counting strategy and did not fix it. 
The group of students who succeeded in identifying and fixing the bug often reasoned that 
“fourteen doesn’t count” and avoided double counting.  

 
 Discussions and Implications 

Our study confirmed previous findings that once identifying bugs, students could fix them in 
programming (e.g., Fitzgerald et al., 2008) and mathematics contexts.  For the delayed group, 
there was a correlation between fixing the pretest mathematics bug and the midtest programming 
bug, building on similar correlational findings by Lewis and Shah (2012).  On the other hand, 
these items were not correlated for the immediate group, possibly because thinking critically 
about the worked examples from the beginning helped students even if they had not fixed the 
mathematics bug on the pretest. Moreover, identifying the bugs in the mathematics and 
programming items on the posttest were correlated for this group, once again suggesting some 
relation between mathematics and programming. Future studies could balance programming and 
mathematics debugging experiences to further investigate how they relate. 

Overall, we found that students struggled with coordinating horizontal movements with 
vertical movements (lines 1 and 2 of the programming code in Figure 1) and with aligning 
pictorial representations with their own finger counting. In both situations, students showed a 
lack of global structuring of the information (Battista et al., 1998; Battista & Clements, 1996).  In 
the programming item, the grid organization may not have alleviated students’ inclination to 
double count because they were asked to track the position and its result in their heads and may 
not have considered overlapping spaces.  Likewise, for the mathematics item, they saw a static 
representation of the finger counting (with highlighting to show action), so they may have had 
difficulty tracking what the count corresponded to in relation to the picture.  The fact that even 
some third graders, who had initially indicated the answer should be eight, ended up agreeing 
with the answer of nine because the picture looked right, highlights the need to help students 
analyze and reason about visuals (as was done with the programming worked examples).  
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